
Fire News and Advice March 2013

We knew that eventually Gidge would end its run of quiet times fire-wise. Tues 26th Feb saw
a fire started by lightning in Dinsdale Rd. Fortunately this was contained by Gidge Brigades
assisted by waterbombers and the Chidlow brigade. Lucky the wind wasn’t such that it didn’t
really take off. 

On Thurs 28th Feb came the Avon Valley fire. There were a number of fires started along the
rail line in a short period from near Oakover rd to just below Walyunga lookout. Most were
quickly contained but several in the Walyunga National Park joined up giving a 5km wide fire
front which burnt up both sides of the valley from just below the Walyunga lookout. Another
fire just upstream from Bell’s Rapids was contained to less than 1 km along the river/rail line
thanks to the efforts of firefighters supported by helitacs/waterbombers. Had this broken out
and climbed the valley sides the situation would have been far worse.

Due to the moderate easterly winds the fire didn’t seriously impact Gidgegannup, the only
private property affected was in Paruna Sanctuary, and only one house was seriously under
threat, this was saved by a combination of Gidge and Toodyay Bushfire volunteers and
helitacs/waterbombers.

However the Shady Hills and other areas in Bullsbrook the story was very different. Many
houses were under serious threat from the fire which was fast moving and very active in that
direction. There were quite a few “saves”. 30+ kms of fire edge were eventually contained by
Bushfire Volunteers, Volunteer and Career Fire and Rescue, and DEC firefighters. Most of
the edges were eventually tracked by earthmoving machinery to provide effective control
lines and access for firefighting vehicles. Some backburning occurred to secure parts of the
fire edge which were inaccessible to firefighting vehicles. Approx 1km of the northern side of
the Avon River near Walyunga lookout had to be secured with portable pumps and hoses
carried in by hand through very rough terrain inaccessible by firefighting vehicles and
earthmoving machinery. This was a backbreaking task for the DEC firefighters.

Note that while air attack can knock back and mostly extinguish a fire, every metre of edge
has to be checked on the ground, all burning material within at least 20 m of the edge on the
ground and for 100m+ off the ground to minimise the chances of reignitions, flying embers,
and falling trees causing breakouts of fire outside the burnt ground. Dangerous trees which
can impact the fire edge and permanent tracks/roads/walking trails etc have to be felled or
trimmed. This can be a very gruelling and time-consuming effort for those involved, including
our volunteers.

A terrific effort by all involved in suppressing the fire and carrying out the blacking out. Some
members of Gidge Brigades did 4 shifts in 3 days. Many volunteers came from other Local
Govts, some from as far away as the Great Southern and Midwest Gascoyne. Some were
away from home for 2 days and nights.

There were problems, and there will be inevitable criticisms about the way the incident was
managed. Overall though there were no lives lost, few injuries, no homes lost (as far as we
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know), some damage to sheds, fences, powerlines etc. 2/3 of Walyunga National Park has
been burnt, as has some private property.
It is likely that most of Walyunga National Park will be closed to the public for some time due
to trees, stumps and logs which will burn for weeks well inside the fire edge, with trees falling
with little warning after being weakened by fire. There will also be numerous callouts for
brigades from reignitions near the fire edge, and for smoke sightings of little concern well in.

Had this fire broken out as a trough was moving through, with winds moving from NE
through NW and eventually to SW, the result for Gidge would have been VERY different.
Had there been very strong easterly winds the fires down as far as Oakover road may not
have been contained. The thought of a fast moving series of fires over a front of 20 kms or
so hitting the northern suburbs doesn’t even bear thinking about!
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